Getting people to start asking good questions in science and ecology. Helen Alexander, August 2,
2018
First day of class – need to get our brains working while we also get to know each other
How do we define science? (get ideas from students). Colleague has a simple definition:
-

“Science is the process of asking good questions, and finding good ways to answer them.”

-

All of us do science everyday -- if your dad drives a car and it starts to make odd noises, he ask
“questions” – does this noise depend on the speed? – and he does a little experiment by slowing
down or speeding up.

-

Only difference between your dad and a “scientist” is that “scientists” tend to be more complete
and systematic about setting up studies. So, important to realize that science is a universal
process that all of us do and not something only done in “ivory towers.”

-

So, we’re going to be “asking good questions and finding good ways to answer them” in this
course. But the trick is that “asking good questions” can be challenging. So let’s think of ways
to generate good questions.

-

So I’m going to give everyone some seeds – do you know what species they are? (I used
milkweed pods, maple seeds, and ash seeds)

-

I’d like you start by working by yourself - spend some time looking at these seeds and please
make 15 observations – I don’t care if you do these on one species or many

-

Now, please pair up with someone else (that you don’t already know) – share your lists of
observations and if you like what they have, add it to your own list.

-

Now that you’ve looked at these items closely, please come up with 15 questions about the
seeds.

-

Again, pair up with someone you don’t know – share your list of questions

-

Let’s look at these questions. Reflect on what makes a good question:

I’d then like each group to choose their two “best” questions and write them on the board. (You
decide what makes them “best questions”).

o

Sometimes people refer to open and closed questions. What do you think – are these
open or closed? What ones do you like? My understanding is that an open question
promotes discussion and leads to an experiment or further exploration of the
process…….. while a closed question can be answered quickly without much deeper
thinking (like how many hairs are there on a milkweed seed). Can you “open up this
question?” (Here is an “open question” on the same topic that leads to the design of a

o

o

-

study: if I remove half the hairs from some seeds and none of the hairs from other
seeds, then do I see a difference in how long the seed stays in the air?).
One doesn’t want to force all questions into a particular format, but note that the
previous open question had an “if xxxx, then xxx” format. This may be helpful to point
out.
Also worth contemplating that “why” questions may not be the most productive, at
least in the high school classroom. Here’s an attempt at an explanation. Example: one
could ask why certain plants have red flowers. This is an interesting question, and some
might answer “because certain kinds of pollinators such as hummingbirds” prefer red
colors. This may be true, but the simplest answer is that this plant has red flowers
because the parents/grandparents/ancestors of this plant had red flowers. The actual
reason for the red flowers in this plant lineage may be because the pollinators of the
ancestors of these plants millions of years ago did prefer red flowers, but we can’t test
this question today. [We could rephrase the question into one that we could explore:
“If one has a hummingbird feeder filled with red sugar water vs. blue sugar water, which
will attract more hummingbirds?]

Finally let’s have you find one more partner. Choose one question – yours or someone else’s –
and spend five minutes or so outlining a study you’d like to do with seeds. Ideally, you want
students to recognize that science involves asking a question, often making a prediction,
designing methods and taking data, analyzing the data, and communicating the results.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Some background material on biomechanics and flight:
Students could ask questions about lots of aspects, but biomechanics – integration of physics,
engineering, and biology – may be most amenable to classroom experimentation.
Milkweed seeds are drag based – all the fibers create lots of surface area and volume -----Maple seed and ash seed are gliders……..these seeds are wings when they are falling (glide in
tight helix – looks like they are spinning………….. they get lift from angle of attack instead of
camber). Ashes spin two different ways – get lift from that
So, if hold maple seed and turn on your axis (and were very skinny), that is how a maple seed
glides. In contrast, an ash seed spins on its long axis toward you, as well as turns on your axis.
To learn more, google “R. Ake Norberg seed” - maple seed flight
(we’ve focused on aerodynamics of seed dispersal – whole other question is effect of seed
dispersal on establishment of seedling --- do seeds do better if they germinate close to or far
from the mother plant?)

